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Lose

fewer
Catch

more
Text and photos: Jens Bursell

Many fish are lost on large flies because of
poor penetration and bad hook hold. In this
new series of articles Jens Bursell documents
the problem with Danish sea trout fishing as
an example, and puts the underlying reasons
into perspective with a test identifying factors
such as penetration, hook strength, effective
striking power and actual fighting pressure.

T

he majority of

my

big ones. In order to do something

fishing for salmonids

about it, step one must be to get a

is aimed at brown trout

more detailed picture of the extent of

and coastal sea trout.

the problem.

Especially when fishing

for sea trout on the coast it is striking
how many contacts end up with no

Loads of lost fish

fish in the landing net. Although

During two years I interviewed

some fish might come easy, more

experienced sea trout anglers I met on

often you have to work for them.

the coast fishing traditional Danish

Even though just being out there is

coastal fly fishing techniques, shrimp

extremely rewarding, I must admit

or fish imitations tied on streamer

that I hate losing fish, especially the

hooks in size range 8-2. I made notes
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often ends up being the negative
not only the small ones that escape.

factor helping the fish to get rid of the

In rough figures I think it’s fair to say

hook is another story. In this article

that half of all fish pricked or hooked

I will deal mainly with hook hold

on traditional coastal streamers are

problems associated with 1 leading up

lost.

to a more detailed discussion of 2-4 in
When people claim they have no

future issues.

problems with hooking on streamer
hooks and think they lose only 10-30

The main problem:
Bad penetration and
poor hook hold

% of their fish, I believe it is because
they forget all the small pulls they
get. In my world any contact with
a fish where I clearly feel a pluck is

I think the core of the problem with

considered a lost fish. Most anglers,

lost hook holds is when the hook

Note how bad this size 4 streamer penetrated with 20 meters of line out with a heavy

even experienced fishermen, are

does not get a grip in the softer parts

strike on a # 6-7 rod. No wonder so many fish are lost. The reason why you almost

so used to these small twitches

never see seatrout hooked in places like this, is because the fish initially pricked

ending up in nothing that many

here – are lost within 0,5-2 seconds.

of them don’t even register them

The take

anymore as lost fish. This is perhaps
on the precise number of contacts

is under 10 degrees C. When the water

understandable, because turning a

and landed fish. When calculating on

temperature is over 10 degrees C,

blind eye to this is the perfect alibi for

this dataset of 534 sea trout contacts,

and the fish hunt more aggressively

not facing and recognising the facts,

I found that the Danish coast fly

during late spring and summer, the

namely we lose a hell lot of fish using

anglers land only 38 % of their

landing frequency is higher, 64 %.

traditional methods.

contacts when the water temperature

That is a lot of fish to lose, and it’s

W

Why do we lose fish?

when striking. When the fish

When you have learned the basic

out.

skills of fishing and are using sharp

4) Lost hook holds caused by 1-3
combined with and accentuated by

four factors mainly responsible for

leverage-effect.

1) Bad penetration of the hook

1 and 2 are closely linked, and
I believe that these two factors are

because the wire is too heavy and

responsible for the vast majority of

the barb too big.

fish lost on bad hook holds. Problems

2) Non-existing or bad hook hold
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opens its mouth the fly just falls

hooks and matched gear, I think the
lost hook holds are these:
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for
slack line, elasticity in
the line and the fish locking the fly between its jaws,
very little pressure actually ends up transmitting to
the hook point in the critical split second of striking. Additionally the fish is
often moving in the direction of the angler at the moment of striking and it is
often dragged and moved in
the direction of the strike.
These factors also counteract the effective transmission of power in your
strike.
My tests with scales at
the end of the line show
that at 20 meters in the
second you feel the bite and
tighten up to initiate setting the hook, your effective
pull on the hook is not more
than perhaps 2-300 grams.
Taking the factors above into consideration, perhaps
only 0 – 100 grams of power is actually transmitted to
the hook point in the fraction of a second before you
start to accelerate the striking pressure.
hen you compensate

associated with jaw locking are

caused by inferior exposure of the

especially pronounced with bigger,

hook point and gape giving rise to

heavily dressed flies. The leverage-

a shallow and not very solid hook

effect is often believed to be the

hold.

main reason for lost fish. There is no

3) Non-existing or bad hook hold

doubt it is desirable to minimize or

A nice sea trout from Bornhom waves goodbye with its tail as it throws a

caused by the fish locking its

eliminate this for several reasons,

Cuthhroat Kutling tied on a size 4 streamer hook. On this specific day this very

jaws on the fly or on the tippet

but in most cases I am convinced that

experienced angler had 8 takes, and lost 6 of them.

above the fly, so very little power

initial bad penetration are the roots of

is transmitted to the hook point

the problem. That the leverage-effect
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potential of very high landing-rates,

indication of the bite is a pull, the

risk losing a high percentage of your

when its actually possible to control

fish is already on when you register

contacts when fishing relatively large

the timing of the pricking of the hook

the bite. This means that you have

streamer hooks. The jaws are so hard

point until after the fish has turned

no control of where the fish will be

that the hook point only penetrates

with the fly.

hooked. Because the fly is more or

superficially to a point above the barb

less constantly moving forward,

and when putting pressure on the

fishing with a constant retrieval

there is a statistically high risk of

fish you stand a high risk that the

of the line as in traditional coast

the fish being pricked in the hard

leverage-effect means that the fish

fishing for sea trout where your first

frontal parts of the mouth and you

is off the first time it shakes its head.

On the other hand, when blind

The hook is easily dragged or ejected
at this critical moment for the barb
has not penetrated and the result is
predictable; you lose the fish.
In order to set the hooks with
instant strike tactics like this no
matter where it is hooked, in my
opinion you need to drop down in
hook size.

Penetration and
strength
To illustrate this point, I made a
comprehensive test making detailed
measurements of the power needed
for the hook to penetrate properly
and the critical pressures causing
lost hook-holds. The hooks used
were small trebles normally used for
tube flies and bigger hooks used for
of the mouth. In this situation there

fish with hooks up to around size 4-2

good example is when you can time

are two places for the hook to obtain

it is often difficult to get a proper grip

the strike, waiting until the fish has

a hold. Either it must penetrate

around the jawbone. This is perhaps

turned so a large single hook can

measurements into perspective, my

directly into the medium hard

the reason why some fly fishers

slide perfectly into the corner of the

friend Michael Boysen and I tested

cartilage or into the hard and bonier

choose to use hooks over size 4.

mouth, securing a firm hold. Here

the power transmitted to the fly in

you can hold slack line between your

the different hook setting phases and

Slack line vs instant
strike tactics

fingers when the fly swings across and

the pressure applied when fighting

downstream and let it go just after

fish. This was simply done by putting

registering the take, so the fish can

weighing scales at the end of the

When trying to solve the problem

turn on slack line with the fly before

line. We also conducted pulling tests

sharp your hook, the wire of micro

of lost fish you must take into

tightening up and setting the hook.

on real sea trout jaws, although in

barbed hooks over size 12 is normally

consideration the way you are fishing.

There is no doubt that when a big,

practice it was impossible to repeat

so thick that it is almost impossible

The solution of stepping up the hook

single hook strikes firmly around the

pulls with exactly the same hardness

for it to penetrate the harder parts of

size to get a better grip around the

jawbone your hook hold cannot get

every time.

the mouth or the jawbone with the

jaw can solve some problems but

much better.

force you are able to transmit when

only when you are in full control of

This method and variants on

striking. Depending on the size of the

the moment when the fish takes. A

the same theme will only have the

parts of the mouth such as the jaw.
Alternatively it must get a firm hold
around the jaw, in the corner of the
mouth or the scissors.
In my experience no matter how
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traditional Danish streamer fishing.
Being able to put these

I used two materials for the
penetration test performed in 25oC:

a) Candle wax, a texture imitating the
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soft-medium hard parts, muscle

The results –
penetration

itself such as elasticity of line, line

(Heat Beads), imitating harder

Looking at the figures it’s obvious

the effective striking power on the

parts of the mouth such as hard

that trebles from size 12 and down

hook point in the critical moments

cartilage and soft bone.

give you a much better chance of

between pricking and the time the fish

landing the fish. Under size 12 the

starts to open its mouth and shake

trout’s mouth falls within the

hooks penetrate more and more. The

or jump, is often only accelerated to

categories a - b. In practice the vast

smaller, thinner and sharper

0.5-0.8 kilo, rarely much over 1 kilo.

majority of surfaces in category a- b is

the better they hook will

This also explains why the majority of

a combination of tissues of different

penetrate.

lost fish get off the hook within 0.5-2

and soft cartilage.

b) Hard wooden lightning briquettes

An estimated 80 % of a sea

hardness. Normally you have a soft

The effective striking power directly at the hookpoint – when compensating for

The reason is that they have

bows and the fish locking its jaw over
the main body of the fly, I think that

seconds. Many people hardly count

upper layer of skin, a slightly harder

the ability to penetrate to a point

these bites and are therefore inclined

layer of muscle, and then a layer

behind the barb in the harder parts

to think that the fish didn’t really take

consisting of progressively harder

of the mouth given the amount of

the fly. In most cases it might have

cartilage and/or bone. The thickness

pressure you realistically can apply in

taken the fly perfectly well, you just

of these different layers varies in

the process of accelerating striking

didn’t hook it!

different parts of the mouth.

pressure. With a small treble the barb

My penetration tests show

0,8 kilo of pressure put on an Owner

easily penetrate before the fish get the

clearly that setting the barb with 0.5-1

ST36 BC X size 16. Note that the barb

different degrees of jaw locking over the fly is often only in the region of 0,5-1 kilo

Material imitating the soft skin

and rarely accelerated up to more than 1-1.4 kilos in the critical seconds before the

and pellicles was not tested, because

chance to shake its head or jump too

kilo of striking pressure is easy with

is fully buried in the wood briquette,

fish shakes its head or jumps so that it´s too late. Here there is 0,8 kilo of pressure

any hook can penetrate this The most

many times, reducing the risk of the

both smaller trebles and streamer

imitating the harder part of a sea trout

on the shrimp imitation Honey Shrimp tied on a size 6 Daiichi 1710 – note that the

common situations where the hook

hook being is pulled or thrown out.

hooks in the soft parts of the mouth

mouth. How to fish hook sizes like

barb has not penetrated, despite direct pressure on the hook point itself.

gets a grip in a very soft area like

(light green). When you manage to

this effectively on larger flies without

this, without having the chance of

a # 6-7 rod our test shows that you

put full striking pressure on the fish

risking losing more than you land, is a

obtaining a more solid hook hold in a

will rarely be able accelerate the

very fast, 1-1.5 kilo on a # 6-7 rod, you

topic for future articles.

progressively harder layer beneath, is

pressure on the fly from more than

are often (but not always) still able to

the piece of skin between the tongue

0.3 to between 1-1.4 kilo before it is

set the small trebles to a point below

and the jaws, and a few other places.

too late. Compensating for the factors

the barb even in the harder parts of

These surfaces might constitute an

working against actually transmitting

the mouth, but then you start entering

estimated 10-15 % of the mouth. The

the striking power into the hook point

the borderline (blue).

extreme hard part of the jawbone
(teethroots), comprising perhaps 5 %
of the mouth, is best imitated by dried
raw wood. None of the hooks tested
from 20 up to 2 were able to penetrate
to a point below the hook in this with
a realistic strike pressure. When very
small trebles often penetrates in these
extreme hard parts of the jaw anyway
– its because they wedge in between
the roots of the teeth.. Each hook size
and pattern was pull-tested in exactly
Daiichi 1710 size 6 with a 1300-gram pull directly at the hookpoint. When giving a

the same way, 10 times with new

mega strike and locking completely up on a # 6 rod you might be lucky to accelerate

hooks.

your striking pressure to this level if the fish don’t bite over the body of the fly. But
still, the barb has not penetrated. This is one of the major reasons why so many fish

During a normal strike with

3-D trebles vs
1-2 D singles

O

obvious
advantages of treble and double hooks is
that they are three dimensional compared to a
single hook. As a consequence they have a higher chance of the points
getting a grip in the
first place. If a single
hook during the strike
turns so the plane of the
gape lies parallel to the
jaws, it will easily slip
out through the jaws or
risk getting a too shallow hook hold.
ne of the

are lost on streamers.
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Hooked on
several branches

time as you are applying pressure, the
hook might cut a gash forward, but
when it reaches the harder inside of
the jaw it often finds a new and better
hook-hold. If the same happens with

F

trebles
with release-rigs and
other related asymmetric
mountings (explained in upcoming issues), it is our estimate that approximately
60 % of the landed fish are
held by one hook branch and
40% by two branches. Only
a few percent are held by all
three branches. When measuring penetration and hookhold this is of importance,
because it influences both
penetration and hook hold.
If the fish is pricked by only
one hook point it facilitates
penetration, but the price is
a weaker hook hold, as the
data shows. In an estimated
half of the hook holds with
two branches, they sit in the
same surface, the lower jaw.
In the other half of the situations the branches hook
on opposite surfaces such as
upper and lower jaw. This is
very common when hooked
in the corner of the mouth.
My data shows, that the latter situation gives a better
hook hold (see details and
full data-set at www.bursell.
dk). A logical explanation of
this is that this hooking situation often gives a deeper hook hold that can withstand more pressure. This
underlines the importance
of maximising a free exposure of the hook gape if you
want to optimise the chance
of a deep grip with the hook
gape being able to withstand
higher pressure during the
fight.
ishing with small
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a larger hook, you will stand a much
higher risk of losing the fish when the
hook slides forward to the jaw, because
the thicker hook often won’t penetrate
the harder jaw before it is shaken out.

Afraid of losing fish?
It is easy to prove that small trebles
Pulling tests on two treble branches on the same surface was made this way. Note

Pulling test on two treble branches on opposing surfaces. Note the possibility for

hook extremely well, much better than

the shallow hook-hold, when two branches penetrate the same surface. This wooden

a deeper hook-hold when two branches penetrate. The tests show that when the

bigger streamer hooks but despite the

briquette imitates the harder parts of the mouth.

hook sits in this way, it can withstand a higher pressure compared to the same two

penetration advantage of small hooks,

branches sitting on the same surface with a shallower hook hold.

many people use bigger ones because
they are afraid of losing fish.

Over size 12 the barb simply does

Hookhold

fish because of inferior penetration

it often sinks further into the hard

of large hooks is much higher than

roof of mouth cavity and penetrates.

the amount of pressure transferred

mouth within the scope of a realistic

Not surprisingly the results also show

losing the same size of fish by putting

This will almost never happen with a

to the hooks during the fight is much

striking pressure. In the red areas

that smaller hooks withstand less

to much pressure on the small hooks.

heavy streamer because it is too thick

less than we might think. With a class

in the scheme you have crossed the

pressure before they start to rip the

When the small treble gets a

to penetrate. When a small treble gets

# 6-7 rod, being the average rod on

borderline for good penetration, and

flesh and/or straighten out compared

a grip in the thin pellicle at the same

the Danish coast, it is normally not

it is almost impossible to set the barb

to larger, thicker hooks. This seems

in the hard parts of the mouth, even

logical and makes good sense. A

with full striking pressure. Especially

thinner wire cuts easier through the

trebles over size 10 and streamer

flesh than a thicker wire, just as a

hooks needed a striking pressure well

fillet knife cuts better than a butter

over the realistic striking pressure to

knife. Also it is easier to lose the hook

penetrate. To me, it’s obvious that this

hold in relative soft tissues than in

is the root to many of the problems

harder tissues.

not penetrate the harder parts of the

with lost fish and it underlines the
importance of avoiding too big hooks.

grip in the thin, soft palate pellicle

What we often don’t think of is

As you clearly see in the dataset
(www.bursell.dk), with the pressure

An interesting and not

you normally need to put on the fish

surprising thing was that a size 10

in a fight, you rarely come near this

barbless penetrated better than the

critical point, especially if you use

same hook with a microbarb. Actually

your brain more than your muscles.

it equalled the penetration advantage

As long as you have a decent buffer

you gain by dropping two sizes down

between the pull you can exert on the

without losing anything on the

fish with the rod in a specific fishing

strength. This might be the reason

situation and the ripping/breaking/

why experienced Danish salmon

opening the point of the hook, there

fishers like Heine Frausing Lund

is no need to use a bigger hook than

actually land a higher percentage of

necessary. In most of the fishing

their fish using barbless hooks.

I do I believe that the risk of losing

www.chasingsilvermagazine.com
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Power needed for penetration and straightened hooks/lost hookholds
Jeroen (Jerome) Wohe
Owner and head Guide
Telephone: 0012508428779
jbhwohe@hotmail.com
Terrace BC,
Canada

TAKE A COMPLETE GUIDED
TOUR IN BC AT
SKEENARIVERLODGE.COM

necessary to put more than 0.8-1 kilo

perhaps half the hookups end up with

critical look at the cornerstone in fly-

of pressure on your rod in a normal

the fish shaking the hook out the first

fishing, the fly itself.

fight, where you can let the fish run,

time it jumps?

even with bigger fish. As long as you
have plenty of backing it will be very

I am convinced, that the way to
extremely high landing rates is where

Fly-fishing 2011 AD

the hook is small and thin enough to

more than 1-1.2 kilo pressure on the

It´s difficult to imagine how a highly

enough to land the fish safely. Many

fish. In an extremely rare hook and

refined and elevated sport such a

methods do not take this into account,

hold situation you might put 1.4-1.8

flyfishing can evolve very much more.

coastal fly-fishing in Denmark with

kilo pressure on the rod, but still this

The amount of super attractive flies is

big streamers is the perfect example.

amount of pressure is something you

endless while rods and lines continue

Here the balance is so skewed, that

will very rarely lose a fish on, even

to develop into even more advanced

the result is losing half of the fish,

with hooks down to 16-18.

designs, lighter, stronger and better

including the big ones.

rare that you actually need to put

The strongest and biggest hook

casting. But the question is do any of

optimize penetration but still strong

In the next issue I will take

is not necessarily the one with the

these improvements actually lead to

a closer look, at how you can take

biggest statistical chance of landing a

significantly more fish on the bank?

advantage of the high penetration

big fish. What good is it that the hook

In most cases I don’t think so. If you

potential of small trebles and

is extra strong if it penetrates so badly

want to catch more fish, I think the

optimise it further even on bigger flies

in the harder parts of the jaw that

way to go is to take a much more

by applying new methods. ■

Li ve y our dr eam. . .
w w w. s k e e n a r i v e r l o d g e . c o m
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